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SinterCast – Everything Right 
 
SINT|Small Cap|SEK 134.5 
 

Just under three weeks ago, SinterCast, a true long-term favourite for Stockpicker, left our Top 

Picks list after a solid return of almost 90% in just over one and a half years. The share was 

then listed right on the spot to our target price of SEK 130. Last week Q1 report was published, 

which really matched our praise of SinterCast. Our target price is now exceeded and the share 

has been paid with a maximum of SEK 138.50 with the help of the report. Will our long series 

of price target increases continue? 

During Q1, net sales increased to SEK 22.9 million (16.6). Gross profit rose to SEK 18.4 million 

(13.2), resulting in an unchanged gross margin of 80% (80). Operating profit increased to SEK 

8.9 million (4.9) and net profit to SEK 8.3 million (4.1). Earnings per share was SEK 1.2 (0.6). 

Cash flow from operating activities was SEK 7.2 million (7.7), where changes in working capital 

contributed negatively by -2.1 (2.5). Investment activities generated a cash flow of SEK -0.2 

million (-0.5). Research and development costs of SEK -2.2 million (-2.3) were also taken 

directly to operating profit. The financial position remained particularly solid and liquid. 

The series production reached a record high annualised rate of 3.1 million Engine Equivalents 
during the quarter, an increase of 24% relative to Q1 last year. The company also left the 
quarter with a record high rate of 3.4 million Engine Equivalents in March. Most of the evidence 
indicates that Q2 offers yet another juicy record for series production and, as in Q1, increased 
Sampling Cup deliveries. Communication from the company's customers also points to long-
term strong production prospects. Moreover, as you know, the outlook for the installations is 
also positive for the upcoming years. In sum, SinterCast is thus still in pole position. 
 
Our very positive view of the long-term prospects for SinterCast remains unchanged. In the 
short to mid-term perspective, an expected positive news flow and the significantly greater 
interest in the share on the market can also give rise to further price increases. As we 
mentioned previously, there is reason to expect that the valuation, on paper, for a long time to 
come will be more forward-looking. However, we believe that the share is now relatively close 
to a situation where valuation multiples are starting to get a bit too strained to justify buying. 
 
At the same time, we believe that the shift in the market's interest in the company and the 

share will remain for a long time, and that an expected long-term strong development for the 

company combined with a positive news flow will keep the valuation at a high level. Therefore, 

we do not see any deep dives in front of us. After the Q1 report, target price is raised to SEK 

135 (130), but the recommendation is now reduced after a long time from Buy to Wait/Keep. 

The market has finally begun to fully appreciate the share. However, we see larger recoils as 

good buying opportunities. 
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